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IMF & World Bank revises Nigeria’s 2021 growth
forecast upwards

The International Monetary Fund has revised Nigeria’s 2021 growth forecast upwards to
2.5% from 1.5% while the World Bank as well has revised upwards its growth forecast for
Nigeria to 1.4% from 1.2% in 2021. The upward revisions were based on increased vaccine
inoculations and a gradual recovery of the economy. Growth forecasts for the SSA region
were also revised upwards between 2.3% and 3.4% however, the recovery will be uneven
across countries. Meanwhile, the federal government of Nigeria is expecting about 70 million doses of the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine through the African Union in
2021. The first batch of about 30 million doses of the vaccine is expected in July. This is
expected to bolster economic growth and recovery for the Nigeria economy in the near term.
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OPEC+ eases production cuts from May to July

OPEC+ and its allies agreed to ease output cuts by a total of 1.14mbpd for the next three
months starting from May. Saudi Arabia is also expected to ease its voluntary cuts of
1mbpd. Meanwhile, Iran has been ramping up its supply to china despite sanctions already

placed on its production. All these would increase oil supply in an already overheated market. On the other hand, the demand outlook still remains bleak due to the new lockdown
restrictions in certain parts of Europe. The ease in output cuts coupled with the weak demand for crude oil would lead to a fall in global oil prices.
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FGN May Adjust Petrol Pump Price to N234/litre

The Managing Director of the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) recently
announced that the pump price of petrol could climb by 44.44% to N234/litre compared to
the recent price of N162/litre. Not long after, the NNPC stated that it pays N120bn
monthly for fuel subsidy and this may no longer be sustainable. The NNPC is still in talks
with the Nigeria Labor Congress (NLC) on the price determination of refined petroleum
products. The ambiguity on the price determination of petrol is still a threat to investments
in the downstream sector. Nonetheless, we expect the retail price of petrol to rise in the
coming months because of higher oil prices. Brent price has averaged $61.14pb so far in
2021, 41.5% higher than 2020’s average ($43.21pb). A higher petrol price would increase
transport costs, which rose by 1.3% to N166.24 in February. This would in turn feed into
the price of domestic commodities and fuel inflation. Headline inflation could reach 18%
in April. The attendant effect is a continuous squeeze in consumer disposable income. According to the EIU, aggregate private consumption is expected to drop by 2.04% to
$363.4bn in 2021 from $370.8bn in 2020.
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CBN and NCC agree to a flat service charge of
N6.98 per USSD transaction

The Central Bank of Nigeria has imposed a N6.98 service charge for all USSD transactions. A joint statement was made by the apex bank in collaboration with the Nigerian
Communications Commission and the telecom industry with respect to this and would
begin effective March 16. This will replace the current per session billing structure. The
new structure is transparent and reduces the cost burden of customers by ensuring a

much cheaper average cost and seamless service for transacting customers. To promote
transparency, the new USSD charges will be collected on behalf of mobile network operators directly from the bank accounts of customers. The new structure ultimately reduces
the average cost for users of the USSD service.
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The Highlights
MPC leaves all monetary parameters unchanged but tightening well underway
At the recently concluded MPC meeting, the committee left all
monetary policy parameters unchanged as expected. However,
unlike previous meetings, when all members voted unanimously to
keep rates on hold, this time 33% of the nine members voted in favour of a rate hike while 66% voted to retain all parameters at current levels. This points to increased awareness among the members
of the need to tighten before inflation spirals out of control.
The meeting was very introspective as policy makers were faced with difficult choices of addressing rising inflation and unemployment rates that are defying macroeconomic logic also
known as the Philips Curve. This economic theory suggests a trade-off between inflation and unemployment. In Nigeria, both variables are moving in the same direction: inflation rose to a 4year high of 17.33%, while unemployment climbed to a record high (33.3%) in Q4’20.
The MPC uses inflation targeting as its monetary policy framework. However, the monetary policy
rate (MPR), as an anchor has, been ineffective. The CBN is likely to continue using its orthodox
monetary policy tools to manage liquidity, while signalling a possible interest rate increase in the
near term.
Headline inflation jumps to 17.33% – highest in four years
Data released by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) shows that
headline inflation rose by 0.86% to 17.33% in February 2021. This is
0.86% higher than January 2021 (16.47%). It is also the highest level

in the last 48 months, amidst worsening unemployment conditions.
Month on month, the headline index increased by 0.05% to 1.54% in
February 2021 from 1.49% recorded in January 2021. The spike in inflation was primarily driven by money supply saturation, higher logistics costs, forex rationing, exchange rate pass-through and output constraints. All inflation sub-indices moved in tandem with
the headline inflation. Food inflation rose to 21.79% from 20.57% in January and core sub-index
rose by 0.53% to 12.38%. Higher inflation erodes positive real rates of return on investment and
reduces consumer purchasing power.
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FGN discredits new flexible foreign exchange rate
The CBN has debunked claims that the Nigerian autonomous
foreign exchange rate (NAFEX) is the new flexible exchange
rate for its transactions. This was announced immediately after
the monetary policy committee (MPC) meeting on March 23.
The CBN governor further explained that Nigeria still operates a
managed floating exchange rate and not a flexible exchange
rate. The CBN has commenced weekly disbursements of $80million to commercial banks to
deal with demand pressures. Also, the CBN recently introduced the ‘naira4dollar’ scheme to
boost diaspora remittances into the country (down 27% to $17bn in 2020). To this effect, the
apex bank has released a list of 47 approved international money transfer operators in Nigeria
with Flutterwave, NIPOST, Paypal and Western Union making the list. This will promote transparency and operational efficiency in line with efforts to improve forex supply in the country.

FGN approves $1.5bn for rehabilitation of Port Harcourt refinery
The Port Harcourt refinery alongside the other three refineries in
Nigeria have not been operational for awhile and this led to the
Federal Executive Council approving the sum of $1.5bn
(N615bn) for the rehabilitation of the Port Harcourt refinery. The
process will be done in three phases, with the first phase to be
completed in 18 months, the second in 24 months and the final
phase within 44 months. This means that the government is towing the path of rehabilitation instead of an outright sale to private investors. This has significant implications for the government’s
external buffers and fiscal position. Currently, Nigeria imports all of its refined crude due to the
non functioning of its refineries. It has also made the country vulnerable to volatilities in the global price of oil and exchange rate dynamics. Dangote’s oil refinery, which will be the first private
owned refinery, is set to commence operations later in 2021.
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Mobile internet subscriptions drop to 150 million in two months
According to the Nigerian communications commission, the
total number of active subscribers was 1.96% lower at 200 million in January 2021, with teledensity falling to 104.89%. This
brings total telco losses in the last four months to 11.8million subscribers. Active internet subscribers also fell for the second consecutive month to 150 million from 153 million in Dec’20. The decline was predominantly in Voice over Internet Protocol (VIOP) subscriptions and mobile internet
while fixed wired internet subscriptions increased. The statistics also showed a drop in broadband

subscriptions and penetration for the second consecutive month in January 2021. Broadband
subscription fell to 81 million from 85 million in Dec’20 while broadband penetration was down
2.09% to 42.93%. Notwithstanding, the Executive Vice Chairman of NCC is of the opinion that Nigeria has achieved a considerable milestone in broadband penetration and it is likely to increase to 70% by 2025.
The drop in mobile internet subscriptions, Voice over Internet Protocol, broadband subscriptions
and active subscribers is largely due to the negative effects of COVID-19 on economic activities
and the resulting job losses. As the impact of the pandemic wanes with increased vaccinations,
we expect an improvement in economic activities, which will boost internet demand.
Unemployment rate hits 33.3%
Nigeria’s unemployment rate for Q4’20 rose by 6.2% to 33.3% from
27.1% in Q2’20, indicating that over 23.19 million people in Nigeria are
jobless and actively seeking work. Meanwhile, underemployment decreased by 5.8% from 28.6% to 22.8% in Q4’20. This places Nigeria as
the country with the third highest unemployment rate in the world after Namibia; Bosnia and Herzegovina have the highest rates.
In terms of states, Imo state recorded the highest rate of unemployment (56.6%) while Osun state
has the lowest unemployment rate (11.7%). In addition, the unemployment rate is highest for persons between the ages of 15-24 years and 25-34 years with females having the highest level of
unemployment. The increase in unemployment, coupled with rising inflation has widened the
misery index to 50.6%. The higher the misery index the higher the risk of social unrest in the country.
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Social Corner
Grammy 2021 Awards winners


The 63rd annual Grammy Awards were held virtually on

March 14, 2021 due to COVID-19 restrictions.


The awards show, conventionally entitled as “music’s big-

gest night,” was anchored by Trevor Noah in the Los Angeles
Convention Center, California.


Big wins were earned in the 84 award categories across the world.



Nigerians were well represented by Afrobeats stars Burna Boy and Wizkid:



Burna Boy won Best Global Music Album for Twice as Tall.



Wizkid won the Best Music Video for his song with Beyoncé: “Brown Skin Girl”, from the

album Lion King: The Gift.


The awards show also featured big wins for nine-year old American singer Blue Ivy, for

the song “Brown Skin Girl.” Blue Ivy is the daughter of award winning American singer,
songwriter and actress Beyoncé Knowles-Carter and her husband Jay-Z.


Some other award winners included:


Record of the Year – Everything I Wanted featuring Billie Eilish and
Finneas O'Connell



Album of the Year - Folklore featuring Taylor Swift, Jack Antonoff, and Aaron
Dessner



Song of the Year – I can’t breathe featuring Dernst Emile II, H.E.R. & Tiara
Thomas



Best New Artist - Megan Thee Stallion;



Best Pop Solo Performance - Watermelon Sugar featuring Harry Styles



Best Pop Duo/Group Performance – Rain on me featuring Lady Gaga with
Ariana Grande’
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Kanye West becomes the richest Black man in US history



American rapper and businessman Kanye West is estimated to have a net worth
of $6.6bn



The fashion tycoon and athletic shoe mogul owns the Yeezy brand sneakers and
apparel and in partnership with Adidas and Gap.



He recently won the 2021 Grammy Award for the Best Contemporary Christian
Music Album “Jesus is King.”
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Main Report
Nigeria allocates marginal oil fields to 161 companies



The Department of Petroleum Resources has awarded 57 marginal oil fields to 161

companies.



The successful bidders emerged from a pool of over 600 indigenous companies
that bid for the 57 marginal fields when the process started in June 2020.



Almost 50% of the winners have paid their signature bonuses.



By law, the president is empowered to declare a field as a marginal field if after 10
years of discovery it remains unproductive. They are usually acquired and developed by indigenous companies.

Implications
There is no doubt that the allocation of the marginal fields has significant implications for
the Nigerian government and the oil industry in particular. The country is expected to earn
about $500mn in signature bonuses on the marginal oil fields. This will boost government
revenue and support external reserves accretion. For the oil industry, the allocation of the
unproductive oil fields signals possible resumption in production activities. This will increase
indigenous participation in the upstream sector and boost domestic oil production.
However, the last bid round conducted in 2003 was fraught with litigations and other challenges, which hampered the development of about 24 marginal oilfields that was awarded then. Of the 24 fields awarded, only 13 are producing, invoking criticism that some

Outlook and Implications
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the government to reing months. The increased likelihood of an exchange

voke about 11 non-producing licenses. Technical capability of the indigenous companies,
rate adjustment towards the NAFEX rate also increases

legal challenges, delay in deregulation of the oil sector and insecurity at some of the oil
the risk of higher imported inflation. Other drivers of infla-

fields is a major deterrent to the development of the newly awarded marginal oil fields.
tion include planting season and higher logistics cost.
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Business Update
(Review Period : March 15th – 29th, 20201
The Foreign Exchange Market
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Forex: Parallel (N/ $)
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External Reserves ($/bn)

The naira traded flat at the parallel market at N485/
$ before depreciating to N486/$ on March 22. The
market eventually appreciated to close the period
at N485/$. The IEFX rate depreciated marginally by
0.06% to close the period at N409.13/$. Meanwhile
the currency remained flat at the interbank market
(N379/$).
Gross external reserves increased by 0.43% to close
the period at $34.65bn. So far in 2021, the cumula-

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

tive loss stands at $720mn. The country’s import cover rose by 0.35% from 8.47 months to 8.50 months on

March 25.
Outlook & Implications
We expect currency pressures to persist at the parallel market and the I & E window on increased forex
demand. However, the rate of depreciation could
slow as external reserves climb.
SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, CBN
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The Money Markets
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SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

The average position for banks declined by 24.61% to N189.09bn compared to
N250.83bn recorded in the second half of March. As a result, average OBB and ON rates
spiked by 325bps to 13.89% from 10.64% in the previous period. There was also a net inflow of N11.53bn as total OMO repayments (N156.53bn) were higher than OMO sales
(N145bn) in the review period.
Outlook
Short-term interbank rates are expected to maintain the upward trend as the CBN continues to mop up excess liquidity in the near term. However, the FAAC disbursement for
April could moderate the reduction in liquidity.
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The Stock Market
The NSE ASI gained 2.19% to close the period

39, 493.37

20.66

at 39,493.37 points. Of the 11 trading days, the
market gained in 6 days and lost in 5 days. This

38, 561.84

20.18

was partly driven by the mixed corporate results released during the period. The 52-week

NSE ASI

Market Cap. (N’trn)

return was positive at 81.15% while the YTD return improved to –1.93% as at March 29.
Outlook & Implications
We expect the mixed performance of the
bourse to continue in the next fortnight, as investors remain cautious of the rising interest
rates environment. This could also be driven by
uncertainties in the global oil price market.

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, FMDQ

The Commodities Market
Brent prices ($/b)

Outlook & Implications

63.59

OPEC+ is set to meet April 1 to determine its output
quotas for the month of May. The outcome of this

68.88

meeting will determine the direction of oil prices.

Also, the removal of the vessel blocking the Suez
canal will allow for the free flow of oil and this will
boost supply and dampen oil prices. Oil prices have
remained above $60pb. This will offset lower production levels and is positive for both fiscal and external buffers.
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Outlook & Implications

Natural gas ($/mmbtu )
2.57

We expect LNG prices to maintain the upward
trend on lingering supply concerns from major
gulf exporter Qatar to purchasers in Europe

2.53

due to the unexpected blockage of the Suez
canal. This is positive for Nigeria’s export earnings.

Corn ($/bushel )

Outlook & Implications

548.0

Strong global demand for Chinese corn to
push corn prices up. This would increase Ni-

535.5

geria’s import bill for corn thereby feeding into
prices of cereals and other corn related
goods.

Wheat ($/bushel )
611.75

Outlook & Implications
Wheat prices to remain weak on soft global

demand for Ukrainian wheat. This could re-

637.25

duce the price of flour which is expected to
climb to N15,000 per 50kg bag.

Sugar ($/pound)
14.99

Outlook & Implications
Low demand for cane sugar from Brazil would
keep sugar prices soft in the near term. This

16.16

would lower the country’s import bill for sugar.

Cocoa ($/mt )
2,458

Outlook & Implications
Cocoa prices to remain bearish on weak glob-

2,570

al demand for chocolate from Europe. This is
negative for Nigeria and would affect the
country’s cocoa export earnings.

SOURCE: FDC Think Tank, Bloomberg
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Press
BankRelease
News
RIFAN Commends Unity Bank for Supporting Small
HolderxxFarmers
Rice Farmers under the aegis of Rice Farmers Association of Nigeria, RIFAN have commended Unity Bank Plc for the pivotal role it played in facilitating credit facilities to
xx
Farmers
under the CBN’s Anchor Borrowers Programme (ABP). The association specially

commended the Managing Director of Unity Bank, Mrs. Tomi Somefun for her leadership and doggedness in supporting the rice farmers through the Anchor Borrowers’ Programme, which is playing a critical role in Nigeria’s quest to attain self-sufficiency in
rice production.
Speaking at the flag-off of wet season harvest and display of rice paddy pyramid in
Gombe State on Thursday, the President of RIFAN, Alhaji Aminu Goronyo said the association was grateful to Unity Bank for always standing by the association to make sure
they got all the support they need in taking advantage of the CBN-backed intervention programme. On the strength of Unity Bank participation in the ABP, Central Bank
of Nigeria invited the Bank to the Zonal flag off of sale of Rice Paddy and display of
Rice pyramid in Gombe State.
Mrs Somefun, in a message to the farmers at the event, applauded the resilience of
the rice farmers despite several challenges, especially insecurity and urged the beneficiaries of this season’s Intervention Programme to “take the Inputs and utilize it judiciously for the farming purpose which is aimed at actualizing the Federal Government’s goal of attaining food sufficiency, diversifying the economy away from oil, job
creation for the teeming youth and poverty reduction”. Somefun who went down
memory lane to highlight the critical role the Bank has played in agric financing in Nigeria, noted that since 2017 when the ABP started, the Bank has supported over
642,860 smallholder farmers across 35 states of the federation.
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Press
BankRelease
News
RIFAN Commends Unity Bank for Supporting Small
HolderxxFarmers

xx

“Without a doubt, the country is faced with a myriad of issues particularly the security
challenges which has affected the farming output and movement of food from the farm
to table. However, this has not deterred the Federal Government in pursuing its goal of
diversifying the economy. This is evident in the continuous support and funding to the agribusiness value chain that has proven to create massive employment for the teaming
youths,” she said. It will be recalled that Unity Bank in 2019 received presidential com-

mendations and Award of Recognition by ABP.
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Five Rules You Must Follow to Get Ahead in Your
Career
Culled from https: Themuse.com

Many of the job seekers—and even employees—I talk to are stuck in their
careers right now. Why? They’re playing an old set of rules. They are struggling to find jobs or to get ahead in their current ones because they haven't

Lifestyle

noticed that the economy and global workforce have changed, and they
haven't adapted.
Corporations want to do more with fewer resources. They are looking
for entrepreneurial-minded workers who can move business forward. They
are looking for the best talent at the lowest price, which means job seekers
and employees alike are competing with professionals from all over the
world.

These days, just doing your job isn't enough—you have to constantly expand
your role, learn new skills, and grow your network if you want to stay relevant. Regardless of your current occupation, the following five rules will help
you survive and thrive in this new world of work.
1. Always Be Open to New Opportunities
A decade ago, you could graduate from college and have a secure job for
life. But these days, you could get laid off on a moment's notice, your team

could be outsourced, or your company merged or acquired.
That means, you always need to be looking for new opportunities (as well as
building a strong online presence so that you’ll attract them, too). This is not
to say that you should be job-hopping all the time—my rule of thumb is to
stay in one role for at least a year, unless you're presented with an opportunity you can't refuse. But a new Careerbuilder study shows that 74% of workers
are either actively searching for a new job or open to a new opportunity. If
you want to get ahead in your career, don't close yourself off.
1

https://www.themuse.com/advice/5-rules-you-must-follow-to-get-ahead-in-your-career
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2. Have a Consulting Mindset

with the punches will be key to your long-term

We’re living in what I call "ROI Nation" right

success.

now, where companies aren't willing to take
risks hiring people. They want to be 100% confi-

4. Learn the Skills of Today and Tomorrow

dent they are hiring someone who can get the

This next rule is emphasized in a recent New

job done flawlessly and add value to the com-

York Times article: Workers are working nonstop

pany. So if you're a job-seeker, you need to

to stay relevant in their careers. And you

prove your worth, and the best way to do this is

should be, too. Read the WSJ or other major

to act like a consultant. Instead of just applying

newspapers, and get a sense of what the mar-

for a job, make a presentation on how you can

ket is looking for. Then, "skill up" accordingly.

add more value to the company. Come with a

There are many ways to acquire new skills,

case study to show that you've improved sales

whether you prefer online training modules,

of your last client or company by 50% or that

YouTube educational videos, open source

you helped increase efficiencies that led to a

courses (such as MIT's), books, or finding expert

decrease in costs by 70%. If your salary is

mentors online. It's also important to read up

$40,000, then deliver $70,000 worth of value to

on industry news daily, so you’re aware of rele-

justify it. Don’t just tell a company that you’ll

vant events and can sound intelligent in meet-

add value—show it.

ings and in job interviews.

3. Be Able to Change and Adapt

5. Surround Yourself with the Right People

Be prepared for your job situation to change

You need to build a strong network for several

constantly. I know so many people who were

reasons. First, if you're around the right people,

finance or marketing majors in college and

you will become smarter and more confident

who now have a completely different career.

about your career. Second, if you get laid off,

Even if you’re certain of your career path, you

you'll have a network to help guide you to new

could find yourself with a new manager and

opportunities—finding a job by submitting a

need to adapt to his or her leadership style on

resume doesn't usually work because you’re

short notice. Or, if you own a company, you

just one resume in a stack of thousands. Your

might find your business model changes over

network can help you cut through the clutter

time based on demand and on how your cus-

and get noticed.

tomers are using your products and services.

Finally, you appear to be more valuable when

You can best position yourself for these chang-

you're around other ambitious and intelligent

es by understanding your core strengths and

people. Surround yourself with people who will

gaining skills that can be used across various

build you and your career up, not bring you

business functions and roles. Being able to roll

down.
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Contact
Would you like to open an account with us?
Kindly direct all account opening enquiries to:
Nosakhare Omoigui

08078148762, 08160956889
nomoigui@unitybankng.com
For all other enquiries, contact:
Phone number: 07080666000 / 07057323225-30
Email address: we_care@unitybankng.com
Website: www.unitybankng.com

Address:
Unity Bank Plc
Plot 42, Ahmed Onibudo Street
Victoria Island
Lagos
Connect with us on Social Media: @UnityBankPlc

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: This commentary has been prepared by UNITY BANK. Opinions and any other content including data and market
commentary in this document are provided by us for personal use and informational purposes only. Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. Any pricing included in this communication is indicative and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but UNITY BANK does not represent or warrant that it is accurate and complete. Neither UNITY BANK, nor any officer or employee thereof accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from
any use of this publication or its contents. Any securities recommendations made herein may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance
is no guarantee of future returns. Any modeling or back-testing data contained in this document is not intended to be a statement as to future
performance. UNITY BANK is incorporated as a public limited liability company in Nigeria and is regulated by the central bank of Nigeria (CBN)
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